The research work entitled, “A sociological study of the Kashmiri women in Medical Profession” has been undertaken to analyze empirically the change in relation to sociological variables of women medics.

This research work was actually intended to know sociologically about the change in status and role of women medics and their impact of being in medical profession on women in Kashmiri society in relation to medical education at undergraduate and postgraduate level, careers in academic medicine, occupational/ professional mobility, relationship with colleague community, referrals and reciprocity, women medics and discrimination/differentiation, medics and private practice and medics and impact and problems.

A sociological study in this context was the need of the hour and I have uncovered some of the truths about this complex work. This, I suppose was the beginning and requires further research.
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To whom I am deeply indebted is my entrepreneur and supervisor Dr. Bashir Ahmad Dabla, Professor, Postgraduate Department of Sociology and social work, who no doubt is a sociologist par excellent. It has been my privilege and pleasure to work under his expert supervision. His principles of emphasizing clear writing and his uncompromising standards of accuracy continue to guide me. His scholarly guidance and inspiration, enthusiastic attitude and encouragement, valuable suggestions and rational professional advice helped me in conducting this research work in positive direction. He is a competent guide, and noble person who taught me how to proceed towards the real goal in life.
I feel pleasure to candidly express my deepest sense of gratitude to my mother, brothers and other family members for their moral and polydimensional support during the completion of this research.

I would miss a lot if I did not thank to my teachers in the Department who encouraged me of and on and helped me in their own way to make this work a reality.

My special thanks are to Mr. Yaqoob, Statistician for his valuable statistical assistance to complete this dissertation.

My special thanks to Miss Hikmat, Librarian of Postgraduate Department of Sociology and Social Work for her cooperation and assistance in library work.

My special thanks to Madam Haseena for her assistance in locating the relevant books for the study.

I am thankful to Mr. Ishrat-ul-Hamid Lone (Creative Computers) for his secretarial assistance in completion fo this manuscript.

I owe my deep sense of gratitude to all the busy women medics who have very patiently endured hours of questioning and have been sincere and generous with their answers. They form the basis for this study. It is due to women medics cooperation which made the existence of this dissertation possible.

It is customary at the end of the acknowledgement to thank the intimate others who, through encouragement or forbearance, made the work possible.
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Many people have helped me in preparation of this Research work in a positive direction. But one of my best teachers namely Prof. (Dr.) Anisa Shafi, Head of the Department of Sociology and Social Work, to whom I am indebted and feel great pleasure to candidly express my deepest and special word of thanks for helping me every time. She no doubt is a Sociologist and Specialist Sociological Theoritician whose principle of guidance, enthusiastic attitude and advice not only helped me in conducting this research work but acted as a strong force/ right from my entrance into the department up to this time. She helped me in her way and encouraged me to make this research work a reality.
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